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Thank you for downloading this
sample of Walk Two Moons Book
Unit. Other book units may be
found at
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Gay-Miller

This unit contains graphic organizers for an
interactive notebook and game activities
covering vocabulary, constructed response
writing, and skill practice. I hope your
students enjoy a book study using the
engaging method of using interactive
notebooks.
This packet also includes links for the digital
components for this unit. Boom Learning is
used for the multiple choice, short answer,
and fill in the blank questions. Activities that
require more open ended responses may be
found in Google Slides. This includes all the
writing prompts with organizers for students
to plan responses.

Walk Two Moons
by Sharon Creech

Genre ~ Realistic Fiction
Interest Level ~ Grades 5-7
Grade level Equivalent: 6.6
Lexile Measure®: 770L
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Organizers for
Summarizing
Skills

Symbols and
Names

1 A FACE AT THE WINDOW
caboodle (noun) – the whole, everything (in the US: often used as the whole kit and
caboodle)
synonyms:

lot, entirety, totality, the whole enchilada

I have lived most of my thirteen years in Bybanks, Kentucky, which is not much more
than a caboodle of houses roosting in a green spot alongside the Ohio River.
∙∙∙∙∙·▫▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫▫∙∙∙∙∙·
3 BRAVERY
omnipotent (adjective) - having complete or unlimited power
synonyms:

almighty, all-powerful, invincible, unstoppable, supreme, godlike

I couldn’t tell if they liked my hair or if they thought I looked like a whang-doodle. One
girl, Mary Lou Finney, said the most peculiar things, like out of the blue she would say,
“Omnipotent!” or “Beef brain!” I couldn’t make any sense of it.
∙∙∙∙∙·▫▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫▫∙∙∙∙∙·
5 A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
ruination (noun) - the act or process of destroying something
synonyms:

undoing, downfall, end, destruction, devastation, loss, ruin

Gramps said, “Gloria? Is she the one who told you not to marry me? Is she the one who
said I would be your ruination?”
∙∙∙∙∙·▫▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫▫∙∙∙∙∙·
6 BLACKBERRIES
divulge (verb) - to make (information) known : to give (information) to someone
synonyms:

reveal, tell, disclose, let drop, give away, let slip

I explained that just as Phoebe was going to divulge the purely awful thing that had
happened to Mr. Cadaver, her father came home from work and we all sat down to
dinner: me, Phoebe, Mr. and Mrs. Winterbottom, and Phoebe’s sister, Prudence.
Phoebe’s parents reminded me a lot of my other grandparents—the Pickfords.
∙∙∙∙∙·▫▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫ₒₒ▫ᵒᴼᵒ▫▫∙∙∙∙∙·
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Chapters 43-44 [despair and spare]

Chapters 1-3 [caboodle and omnipotent]

Read these definitions of spare.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

to
to
to
to

1. Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of

omnipotent.

choose not to punish or harm (someone)
save from undergoing something
refrain from injuring or destroying
refrain from including or mentioning

Write a, b, c, or d in the blanks to show the correct
meaning of the word spare in each sentence.
1. _______ The coach spared his feelings by teaching him
how to pitch after the others went home.
2. _______ Please spare me from hearing your excuses.
3. _______ He was spared the long wait at the dentist’s
office.
4. _______ The judge spared his life and sent him to
prison.
5. _______ Since it was the first time he forgot his
homework, the teacher decided to spare him from
losing recess.

strong

feeble

supreme

weak

almighty

defenseless

unstoppable

helpless

invincible

powerless

all-powerful

strong

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2. Is omnipotent used correctly in the sentences below?
True or False

_______ The omnipotent judge sent the criminals to
jail.

_______ She felt so omnipotent about the rumors that

6. Write an idiom that means the same as despair.

people were spreading that she sat down and cried.

____________________________________________________
7. Sort the following words in the correct locations on the
T-chart.
lost job

victory

four-leaf clover

expectation

dejection

mourning

despair

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3. Complete the word web.
idiomic
phrase:

caboodle

hope

Page 16
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Chapters 43-44 [despair and spare]

Chapters 1-3 [caboodle and omnipotent]

Read these definitions of spare.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

to
to
to
to

1. Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of

omnipotent.

choose not to punish or harm (someone)
save from undergoing something
refrain from injuring or destroying
refrain from including or mentioning

Write a, b, c, or d in the blanks to show the correct
meaning of the word spare in each sentence.
1. __c_____ The coach spared his feelings by teaching
him how to pitch after the others went home.
2. __d_____ Please spare me from hearing your excuses.
3. __b_____ He was spared the long wait at the dentist’s
office.
4. __c_____ The judge spared his life and sent him to
prison.
5. __a____ Since it was the first time he forgot his
homework, the teacher decided to spare him from
losing recess.

strong

feeble

supreme

weak

almighty

defenseless

unstoppable

helpless

invincible

powerless

all-powerful

strong

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2. Is omnipotent used correctly in the sentences below?
True or False

___T____ The omnipotent judge sent the criminals to
jail.

___F____ She felt so omnipotent about the rumors

6. Write an idiom that means the same as despair.

that people were spreading that she sat down and cried.

Examples:
see no light at the end of the tunnel, lose heart

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

7. Sort the following words in the correct locations on the
T-chart.
lost job

victory

four-leaf clover

expectation

dejection

mourning

3. Complete the word web.
the whole,
everything

entirety
despair

hope

lost job

four-leaf clover

mourning

victory

dejection

expectation

Page 16

caboodle

idiomic
phrase:
the whole kit
and caboodle

totality
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Option 1
Have students use the graphic organizer for notes. Notice the notes are not in complete
sentences. Glue the organizer to the left side of the notebook page. On the right side of
the notebook, students use the notes to write the details in paragraph form.

Option 2
Students complete the
organizer by writing
complete sentences.
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Comprehension
This section contains one page printable comprehension practice for each reading
selection. The chart below is the key to the types of questions for the comprehension
questions. The section also contains constructed responses exercises. The constructed
response pages that are chapter specific list the chapters they should be used with. If
chapter numbers are not listed the questions are flexible and may be used at different
points in the story.
Note: Most comprehension quizzes have a
sequencing question. The story is full of
flashbacks where Sal tells the reader about her
past with Phoebe and her parents. It would be
too confusing to number these in chronological
order. Instead have students number the
items as they are told in the story.

Types of Questions Key
detail / inference
main idea /
summarizing / theme
character/ setting /
plot / events
word meaning /
figurative language
text structure
point of view
different forms of the
same story
compare and contrast
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Point of View
Setting
Comparing Characters
Responding to Text (The Secret Messages)
Point of View
Summarizing
Acrostic (Character Traits)
Vivid Imagery
Compare and Contrast
Comparing Families
Figurative Language (3 Choices)
Mood
Course of Action
Character Traits and Motives
Theme
Character Change
Plot Development















CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.5.3.D

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.6

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.5

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.3

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.2

5 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.1

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.5.10

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature
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Point of View
Setting
Comparing Characters
Responding to Text (The Secret Messages)
Point of View
Summarizing
Acrostic (Character Traits)
Vivid Imagery
Compare and Contrast
Comparing Families
Figurative Language (3 Choices)
Mood
Course of Action
Character Traits and Motives
Theme
Character Change
Plot Development















CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.6.3.D

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.10

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.6

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.5

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.3

6 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.2

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.1

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature
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Point of View
Setting
Comparing Characters
Responding to Text (The Secret Messages)
Point of View
Summarizing
Acrostic (Character Traits)
Vivid Imagery
Compare and Contrast
Comparing Families
Figurative Language (3 Choices)
Mood
Course of Action
Character Traits and Motives
Theme
Character Change
Plot Development



CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.7.3 .D













CCSS.ELALITERACY.W.7.3 .D

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.10

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.9

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.7

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.6

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.5

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.3

7 Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.2

th

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.1

Common Core State Standards Reading: Literature
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Walk Two Moons ~ Chapters 1-3
1. The story is told from which point of view?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1st through Sal
1st through Phoebe
3rd through Sal
3rd through Phoebe

3. Which genre is Walk Two Moons? Check one
from each row.

____ historical fiction

OR ____ quest

____ young adult lit

OR ____ drama

____ fantasy

OR ____ realistic

____ coming-of-age

OR ____

sci-fi

2. Which word best describes Sal?
a. friendly
b. bully
c. excited
d. country girl
4. Read this passage from Chapter 2.
Once it was settled that the three of us would go,
the journey took on an alarming, expanding need
to hurry that was like a walloping great
thundercloud assembling around me. During the
week before we left, the sound of the wind was
hurry, hurry, hurry, and at night even the silent
darkness whispered rush, rush, rush.
Highlight the figurative language in this passage
using this guide:
repetition – blue
simile – green
personification - yellow

5. Sequence the following events in order.
______ Sal begins to tell the story of how she
went on a road trip with her grandparents.
_______ Sal compares Phoebe to the plaster wall
in her old house in Bybanks.
______ The reader learns that all the Bybanks
furniture had to be crammed into the bird-house
sized home in Ohio.
______ Sal told how she picked up the spider and
set it outside.
______ Sal meets Margaret.
______ Sal prayed to the trees until Gramps
asked her to tell a story.

7. Sal is mostly afraid of ---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

creepy crawly things
death or dangerous situations
being bitten
moving

6. Complete the chart.
Hiddle Grandparents

Pickford Grandparents

8. Read this passage from Chapter 1.
I didn’t know it then, but that face belonged to
Phoebe Winterbottom, a girl who had a powerful
imagination, who would become my friend, and
who would have many peculiar things happen to
her.
This can best be described as a---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

flash forward
flashback
flash sideways
foreshadowing
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Walk Two Moons ~ Chapters 1-3
1. The story is told from which point of view?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1st through Sal
1st through Phoebe
3rd through Sal
3rd through Phoebe

2. Which word best describes Sal?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3. Which genre is Walk Two Moons? Check one
from each row.

____ historical fiction

OR ___quest

___ young adult lit

OR ____ drama

____ fantasy

OR ___ realistic

___ coming-of-age

OR ____

sci-fi

friendly
bully
excited
country girl

4. Read this passage from Chapter 2.
Once it was settled that the three of us would go,
the journey took on an alarming, expanding need
to hurry that was like a walloping great
thundercloud assembling around me. During the
week before we left, the sound of the wind was
hurry, hurry, hurry, and at night even the silent
darkness whispered rush, rush, rush.
Highlight the figurative language in this passage
using this guide:
repetition – blue
simile – green
personification - yellow

5. Sequence the following events in order.
__3___ Sal begins to tell the story of how she
went on a road trip with her grandparents.
__2___ Sal compares Phoebe to the plaster wall in
her old house in Bybanks.
__5___ The reader learns that all the Bybanks
furniture had to be crammed into the bird-house
sized home in Ohio.
__6____ Sal told how she picked up the spider
and set it outside.
__1___ Sal meets Margaret.
__4___ Sal prayed to the trees until Gramps
asked her to tell a story.

7. Sal is mostly afraid of ---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

creepy crawly things
death or dangerous situations
being bitten
moving

6. Complete the chart to compare Sal’s
grandparents.

Hiddle Grandparents

Pickford Grandparents

often got into trouble

never laughed

loved telling stories

acted respectable

can’t read maps

stood straight up, as if
sturdy, steel poles ran
down their backs

8. Read this passage from Chapter 1.
I didn’t know it then, but that face belonged to
Phoebe Winterbottom, a girl who had a powerful
imagination, who would become my friend, and
who would have many peculiar things happen to
her.
This can best be described as a---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

flash forward
flashback
flash sideways
foreshadowing
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Point of View

Point of View

1st Person (One character
tells the story. This character
reveals
only
personal
thoughts and feelings of
what s/he sees. The writer
uses pronouns such as "I”,
"me“, “mine”, or "my". )

2nd Person (The narrator
tells the story using the
pronoun
"you".
The
character
is
someone
similar to you. )

Limited ~ The narrator tells
the story through just one
character. The reader will
learn
the
thoughts,
feelings, and reasons for
actions of this character.

3rd Person (The story is
told using pronouns such as
"he", "she", “they”, or "it". )

Objective ~ The narrator
tells the story without
relaying any character's
thoughts,
opinions,
or
feelings.

Omniscient ~ The narrator
knows the thoughts and
feelings of all the characters
in the story.
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Constructed Response – Point of View
After answering the following questions about point of view, write a response in paragraph form.

•____________________________________________________

Who is telling the
story?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

From which point of
view is the story told?
What is the narrator's
perspective?

•____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

How does the
narrator’s point of
view change how the
events are being
described?

•____________________________________________________

How does the
narrator's point of
view influence how
the events are
described?

•____________________________________________________

Why do you think the
narrator described the
events the way he
did?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

•____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

How would the story

•_____________________________________________________

change if a different

_____________________________________________________

character was the

_____________________________________________________

narrator?

_____________________________________________________

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.6 Describe how a narrator's or speaker's point of view influences how events are described.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.6 Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of different characters
or narrators in a text.
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Constructed Response – Point of View
After answering the following questions about point of view, write a response in paragraph form.

Who is telling the
story?

From which point of
view is the story told?
What is the narrator's
perspective?

•Sal

•first person point of view limited to just Sal

How does the
narrator’s point of
view change how the
events are being
described?

•The reader sees and feels everything from Sal's perspective.
The reader gets a look into what is taking place in the story
through Sal's innermost thoughts, desires, beliefs, and fears.

How does the
narrator's point of
view influence how
the events are
described?

•The reader gets a limited view of the overall story. Also, Sal
reasons as a 13 year old would. What Sal doesn't understand,
the reader doesn't know. This makes the story suspenseful.

Why do you think the
narrator described the
events the way he
did?

•The story would be a completely different story if it were told
by a third person narrator, especially in the omniscient point
of view.

How would the story
change if a different
character was the

•From the very beginning of the novel, the reader knows that
Sal is going to tell us about her road trip from Missouri to Idaho
as well as what is going on with her friend Phoebe.

narrator?
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.6 Describe how a narrator's or speaker's point of view influences how events are described.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.6 Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of different characters
or narrators in a text.
~ Page 19 © Gay Miller ~

Skill Activities
Color Key
To simplify how activities are intended to be used, I am using different color borders on
the instruction pages.
Blue - Interactive Notebook Activity (Foldable organizers going over definitions
and rules are provided for figurative language, summarizing skills, vivid imagery,
and character traits)
Purple – Projects that go in the Project Book (six projects; one for each pocket)
Red – Printable Activity (Some printable activities don’t have instructional pages.)
Creating the Project Booklet
Project #1 ~
Travel Journal / Mapping the Trip

Summarizing & Details

Figurative Language Organizers

Figurative Language

Organizer Showing 6 Summarizing Methods

Summarizing

Project #2 ~
Writing Letters and Post Cards

Summarizing

Draw your soul.

Connecting to Text

Organizer for Vivid Imagery

Vivid Imagery

Project #3 ~
Travel Brochure for Badlands

Vivid Imagery

e. e. cumming’s & Longfellow’s Poems

Poetry

Project #4 ~
Write a Poem

Poetry

Understanding Perspective

Perspective

Be a Super Sleuth

Inference Skills

Organizers for Character Traits

Character Traits

Project #5 ~
Buying Gifts for Friends
Project #6 ~
Meaning of Symbols and Names

Character Traits
Inference/Understanding Text
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Creating the Project Book
Six projects are included in this resource:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Travel Journal and Map of Trip
Writing a Letter and Post Cards
Travel Brochure
Writing a Poem
Selecting Character Gifts
Symbols and Name Meanings

The following pocket book will store each of the projects.
Instructions for Making the Project Book:
Print the cover and pocket pages.

Fold the pockets in half on the dotted
lines.

Slide the pocket over a heavy weight piece
of paper.

Stack the pages and staple up the left
slide to form a book and up the right side
to form the pocket.
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Project #1 - Travel Journal and Map (Pocket #1)
The travel journal prints front-to-back the same as the vocabulary booklet.
Your pages must be duplicated on the front and the back. I ran my pages front and back
directly from the printer. This is a simple process with only eight pages. Simply place the
page that has been printed on one side back into the printer for the reverse side to be
printed. Once all the pages have been printed arrange them in numerical order and
staple down the middle to form the book.
To print the 8 page comprehension book back-to-front follow this guide:




Cover on front
8 & 1 front with Pages 2 & 7 on back
Pages 6 & 3 front with Pages 4 & 5 on back

Store
“Sal’s
Travel
Journal” in the first
pocket of the Project
Book.
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Figurative Language Common Core Alignment
6th Grade

Figurative Language
Similes, Metaphors, Personification, Hyperbole
Adages, Idioms, and Proverbs

Sound Devices
Onomatopoeia, Repetition,
Alliteration, and Rhyming Words

5th Grade

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4
Determine the meaning of
words and phrases as
they are used in a text,
including figurative
language such as
metaphors and similes.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.6.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of a
specific word choice
on meaning and tone.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language, word
relationships, and
nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5a
Interpret figurative
language, including
similes and metaphors, in
context.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.6.5a
Interpret figures of
speech (e.g.,
personification) in
context.

7th Grade
CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of rhymes
and other repetitions
of sounds (e.g.,
alliteration) on a
specific verse or
stanza of a poem or
section of a story or
drama.
CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.7.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of rhymes
and other repetitions
of sounds (e.g.,
alliteration) on a
specific verse or
stanza of a poem or
section of a story or
drama.
CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.7.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.5.b
Recognize and explain the
meaning of common
idioms, adages, and
proverbs.
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8th Grade

CCSS.ELALiteracy.RL.8.4
Determine the
meaning of words
and phrases as they
are used in a text,
including figurative
and connotative
meanings; analyze
the impact of specific
word choices on
meaning and tone,
including analogies or
allusions to other
texts.

CCSS.ELALiteracy.L.8.5
Demonstrate
understanding of
figurative language,
word relationships,
and nuances in word
meanings.

Figurative Language
Three Door Flip


Print the organizer onto colored paper.



Students will fill in the missing information in the blank spaces.



To make the organizer, trim around the four edges on the lines indicated. Fold the
page in half vertically on the dotted lines. Cut on the lines indicated on the inside
of the organizer, up to the fold so that the organizer opens with three flap
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Summarizing Foldable Graphic Organizer
The organizer comes in three versions:
 The first has lines where students write definitions.
 The second copy of the organizer contains the definitions with key words
missing for students to add.
 The third copy is completed. It may be used as an answer key, as a
sample for students to follow, for differentiated instructions, or for
students who were absent.
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roject #2 ~ Writing a Letter and Post Cards
(Pocket 2)
Instructions to the Teacher:
Students will write two post cards and one letter to Dad, Ben, and Phoebe. You can
assign which character will receive the letter and which characters will receive post cards
or have students decide.
Following these pages of instructions are small post cards. The first two pages have
photographs of







Chicago, IL
Lake Michigan
Madison, WI
Wisconsin Dells, WI
Pipestone, MN
Sioux Falls, SD




Chamberlain, SD and the Missouri River (Look closely at the sign.
Badlands National Park (This will be the next stop on the trip.)

)

I have also included a set of blank cards. You can have students draw their own pictures
if copier ink is limited. (Note: Index cards can also be used for post cards.)
The next page is just for fun. I couldn’t resist adding it since this was a lesson on
summarizing. You can show it on a SmartBoard or similar device to add a little humor to
the lesson.
Preparation:
Post Cards
1. Print the cards on heavy weight paper or cardstock.
2. Cut the cards apart. Each student will need two cards.
3. Have students write a short summary detailing Sal’s experience in the place
pictured on the front of the card.
Letter
1. Print the graphic organizer that follows the post cards, one for each student.
2. Print the letter form, one for each student.
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Instructions for the Students:
Assignment #1 ~ Tell students that Sal has been collecting post cards during her
trip. Their task is to write a short summary of what Sal did in the place pictured on
the front of the card using first person narrative as if they are Sal. They will write
two post cards. The messages must be short enough to fit on the back of the card.
Assignment #2 ~ Tell students to summarize Sal’s trip for the first four days of
the trip by writing the 10 most important “trip events” (not Phoebe’s story) from
Chapter 7 - Chapter 15 on the graphic organizer. Students will use this outline to
help them write the letter in paragraph form.
The post cards and the letter can be stored in Pocket #2 of the Project
Book.

Store the letters and
postcards
in
the
second pocket of the
Project Book.
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Draw Your Soul
Before students read Chapter 21 “Souls,” complete the same activity that Mr. Birkway
did.

Mr. Birkway gave us a fifteen-second exercise. As fast as we could, without
thinking, we were to draw something. He would tell us what we were to draw
when everyone was ready. “Remember,” he said. “Don’t think. Just draw. Fifteen
seconds. Ready? Draw your soul. Go.”
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Foldable Graphic Organizer
5th Grade

6th Grade

7th Grade

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.3
Write narratives to develop real
or imagined experiences or
events using effective
technique, descriptive details,
and clear event sequences.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.3
Write narratives to develop real
or imagined experiences or
events using effective
technique, relevant descriptive
details, and well-structured
event sequences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6.3.D
Use precise words and phrases,
relevant descriptive details, and
sensory language to convey
experiences and events.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.3
Write narratives to develop real
or imagined experiences or
events using effective
technique, relevant descriptive
details, and well-structured
event sequences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.3.D
Use precise words and phrases,
relevant descriptive details, and
sensory language to capture the
action and convey experiences
and events.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.5.3.D
Use concrete words and phrases
and sensory details to convey
experiences and events
precisely.

The organizer comes in three versions:
 The first has lines where students write definitions and sample sentences.
 The second copy of the organizer contains the definitions with key words
missing for students to add. Students must also write sample sentences.
 The third copy is completed. It may be used as an answer key, as a
sample for students to follow, for differentiated instructions, or for
students who were absent.
.
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Project #3- Travel Brochure (Pocket #3)
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Project #4- Writing a Poem (Pocket #4)
When a teacher asks students to write poetry, the reaction of the class is usually at the
extreme ends of love or hate. Here are a few ideas for the students who don’t enjoy
writing poetry.
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Understanding Perspective
Chapter 31
Read this passage from Chapter 31.
He asked everyone else, “How many see a vase?” About half the class raised their
hands. “And how many see two faces?” The rest of the class raised their hands. Then Mr.
Birkway pointed out how you could see both. If you looked only at the white part in the
center, you could clearly see the vase. If you looked only at the dark parts on the side,
you could see two profiles. The curvy sides of the vase became the outline of the two
heads facing each other. Mr. Birkway said that the drawing was a bit like symbols.
Maybe the artist only intended to draw a vase, and maybe some people look at this
picture and see only that vase. That is fine, but if some people look at it and see faces,
what is wrong with that? It is faces to that person who is looking at it. And, what is even
more magnificent, you might see both.
Mr. Birkway was trying to explain that there can be more than one way to see a
situation. On the next page is the face/vase picture similar to the one he used in class.
Following are 4 additional pictures that show perspective:





face/jazz musician
posts/people
young lady/old woman
face/Eskimo
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Character Trait Organizer
The organizer comes in three versions:
 The first has lines where students write definitions and examples.
 The second copy of the organizer contains the definitions with key words
missing for students to add. Students also write examples.
 The third copy is completed. It may be used as an answer key, as a
sample for students to follow, for differentiated instructions, or for
students who were absent.
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Project #5- Buying Gifts for Friends (Pocket #5)
Have students complete the organizer on the previous page to determine character
traits. On the cards on the next pages, students can write a paragraph justifying their
gift choice.

I realize that some students
can’t
handle
writing
a
paragraph on blank unlined
paper. If your students feel
this way, you can print the
cards back-to-front so that
the inside space will have
lines for writing.
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Project #6 - Symbolism (Pocket #6)
Print the next pages. Have students cut out the paddle shapes. For each object, have
students write a short description of how the object is symbolized in the story. For each
character, write how the name represents the character’s personality.
Symbols –









Blackberries
Marriage Bed
Singing Tree
Pandora’s Box
Kiss
Road Trip (Journey)
Secret Messages
Plaster Wall

I added a back cover to the
Project Book to keep these
paddle shapes from falling out
of the final pocket.
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If you like this unit, you might also like some on the following book units found at Teachers
Pay Teachers:
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Photos
Badlands - Martin Kraft
Pipestone - NPS photo
Sioux Falls - Bobak Ha'Eri
Chamberlain, South Dakota Anne Swoboda
Lake Michigan - Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
Chicago - WorldTraveller101
Wisconsin Dells Amadeust

Clipart
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Teachers Pay
Teachers
http://www.teacherspayteac
hers.com/Store/Gay-Miller

Visit my
website at
http://bookunitsteac
her.com/

Visit me on
Pinterest at
http://www.pinterest
.com/lindagaymiller/
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